New name.
Same quality
and design.
All Holman businesses are moving forward together
under the singular “Holman” global brand, but the
Kargo Master products you know and trust will
remain the same.
One company, under one name, serving you better.

SCAN to view
all products

Holman.com
(833) 465-6266

Holman.com

Driving What’s Right

SCAN to view all products
Holman.com • (833) 465-6266

No matter your trade, we have an
array of productivity solutions to
help optimize your vehicles for your
precise job requirements. All of our
products are durable, ergonomic,
and built to last a lifetime. And our
upfitters are the best in the business,
ready to help bring your ideal vehicle
design to life.
Browse this catalog to familiarize
yourself with our products, and scan
the QR code to see more details and
vehicle-specific applications on our
website.

Build Some
Shelf Respect
Flat-Out
Awesome
Our folding shelves fold flatter than the
competition’s to maximize van interior
space. Perfect for parcel delivery
applications, they’re lightweight and
easy to install, and each shelf is rated
to 150 lbs. Made out of aluminum, with
uprights of powder-coat finished steel
for extra rigidity.

SCAN to see our
folding shelves

INTERIORS

Shelf to end panel
heavy-duty gusset

Holman commercial van interiors give you the ultimate in
durability and functionality.

Choose from an extensive range of shelving to build the work vehicle of your dreams,
one that works as hard as you do. Our shelving will handle anything you can throw at it,
giving you the confidence to take on any job, with added features like 16-gauge panels,
heavy-duty shelf lips, and more.

18-gauge steel, hemmed
and embossed for strength
and security
Slot and
tab shelf to
end panel
assembly

16-gauge side panels
for rigidity and strength

SCAN to choose your shelving and van packages
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This Is Highly
Personal

Your van should fit the way you work like a glove. That’s why
Holman gives you so many options and accessories. Maximize your
productivity by building your van, your way.

SAFETY & SECURITY
From security products—like window screens
and locking door partitions—to sanitation
stations, PPE storage, and road safety
equipment, we have all you need to stay
safe on the road.

Hard Hat Holder

Partition

Cone Holder

ACCESSORIES

STORAGE SOLUTIONS
From lockers and cabinets to locking drawers, our customizable storage solutions
give you peace of mind that your tools, parts, and equipment will always be where
you leave them.

Shelf Door Kit

Locking Shelf Drawer

Drawer Cabinet

Locking Cabinet

PARTS ORGANIZATION
Choose from a wide variety of bins and Kargo Case storage options so
everything stays where you put it.

Small Parts Bin

Kargo Case Holder

Kargo Case

Bin Holder

TRADE
No matter your trade, we have what you need.

Wire Wheel Holder

Tank Holder

Work Bench

SCAN to choose the accessories
you need to work
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All Within
Reach
Holman’s continuous investment in our facilities, and SAE
& ASTM manufacturing processes, means you’re installing
the most dependable ladder racks in the industry.

HD Aluminum
Cargo Rack

DROP-DOWN LADDER RACKS
Get easy access to ladders with a simple pull
of a handle.
CLAMP & LOCK LADDER RACKS
Easily lock and unlock ladders for quick get-upand-go.
CARGO RACKS
Carry materials, ladders, and more. With a
1,000 lb. capacity, carry what you need when
you need it.
Holman ladder racks accommodate all standard ladder
types with little or no adjustment required. They have
minimal moving parts for maintenance-free operation,
and they install in half the time as the competition.
They feature a low profile both when stored and during
actuation. And the stepladder bracket add-on doesn’t
require an expensive third crossbow. Available in steel
and HD aluminum.

SCAN to find your perfect van rack
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VAN RACKS

Clamp & Lock
Ladder Rack

Over
the Top

Holman makes the strongest production racks
available, with bigger, thicker round tubes and with
extensive gusseting of the legs and crossbars. They
also feature ergonomic drop-down handles to
make it easier to step up to your truck. Year after
year, job after job, you can rely on our racks to stand
the test of time.

Drop-Down Ladder
Racks for trucks with
commercial caps

PRO II HEAVY DUTY
Constructed with 2” diameter x .083” thick
high-tensile strength mechanical tubing,
the Pro II rack is designed to carry heavy
materials and cargo.
PRO III MEDIUM DUTY
Made with 1.625” diameter x .083” thick
tubing, the Pro III is a lighter racking
solution than the Pro II.
PRO IV HD ALUMINUM
With the Pro IV, light doesn’t mean weak
by any means. Fabricated with 2” diameter
x .12” thick T-6 aircraft aluminum.

Pro II Truck Rack

Make your truck racks perform just the way you
want with Holman’s wide range of rack accessories,
from tie-down and ratchet straps to light mounts,
extra crossbars, and more.

SCAN to find your perfect truck rack
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TRUCK RACKS

Who
We Are
Kargo Master is now Holman, and we are committed to Driving
What’s Right. Our values revolve around always doing the

right thing, treating others the way we want to be treated,
and continually striving to improve. Founded with a single

car dealership in 1924, our way of doing business strengthens
our business relationships, attracts top talent, and fuels our

commitment to serve the communities where we live and work.
To learn more, go to www.holman.com or call (833) 465-6266.
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